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In his preface, using the rather ponderous language which prevails throughout the beginning chapters, Mr. Pulos writes: 'History will prove that if a humane democracy is to be this country's legacy to mankind, its unique contribution to world culture may well be the democracy of its manufactured products.' While this statement is not disputed, it could have been exemplified by this handsome book. But, regrettably, its high price makes it quite undemocratic as a textbook. I hope a less self-consciously designed paperback edition will become available. Particularly in a book on design, the designer's ego should play second fiddle to content and economy of means.

The title of the book *American Design Ethic* is likely to use the word 'Ethic' in an unfamiliar sense. The designer has always and everywhere been in an ethical dilemma: if he is a professional who combines inventiveness, knowledge of materials and technologies with aesthetic judgement and social conscience, he cannot easily accept the notion of design solely as a means of achieving greater commercial success either for a manufacturer or for himself, without being sure of the real benefit to the consumer or to society. This moral conflict existed and still exists among designers — not only in America, but everywhere.

I quote two examples for this, from outside the USA. At a meeting of the German 'Workbund' in 1919, its president, the architect Hans Poelzig, said: 'Commerce and industry have usually prostituted the artist. In their interest is too much the trend toward the fashionable, toward the ever New, which does not mean new creation, but means emphasis on a striking feature which induces the public to purchase. Commerce is not interested in creating what remains valid, not even in what is solid and lasting. It is not a question of supply and demand, but if the designer can create an artificial demand.' It was in those same years that the English sculptor and designer Eric Gill complained: 'So we have the designer who designs what he never makes and the worker who minds the machine which makes what he never designs. And we have the salesman who neither designs things, nor minds machines, but who is to know what the public wants. But the public doesn't know what it wants and so people are dependent upon the salesman and the salesman is only concerned with what will sell. Saleability is his only criterion.'

Mr. Pulos quotes a pronouncement of the American Watch Company, which, in 1850, has produced the 'dollar' pocket watch, one of the early triumphs of machine production, perhaps the essence of ideal American design ethics: 'The product must at the onset be conceived to be better than its competition in order to gain and hold immediate market acceptance. It must be designed especially for mass-production processes rather than hand manufacture.'

This quotation reveals one of the many facets of American design history which the author has brought together. It states perfectly ethical principles which include, by implication, the designer and the consumer. The following chapters of the book name some American designers who have lived by these principles. A famous example is that of Henry Dreyfuss, who turned down a generous offer from the Bell Telephone Company to design, in competition with ten of his peers, the 'table phone of the future'; he was not permitted to work with Bell engineers to design the instrument 'from the inside out', i.e. functionally. When the ten designs submitted proved useless, Dreyfuss was commissioned to do it his way and designed the first dial phone and many other Bell products in the following years.

However, other American designers did not live by such high ethical principles and allowed their profession to deteriorate into crass commercialism: commercial success as entrepreneurs in design with gains for their clients was their sole aim. This has happened similarly in other fields of endeavour and in other countries. My conclusion would be that there is really no such thing as an 'American Design Ethic' — what Mr. Pulos never says in so many words. There have always been designers with varying moral principles: ethics carry no flag.

With the emergence of consumerism many industries and their designers are reminded that commercial success could depend on ethics of design. It is a pity that the book takes note of this development only in its epilogue, an epilogue which occurs following the author's discussion of the year 1949, when industrial design was getting into its 20th-century stride. The dust jacket carries the subtitle 'A History of Industrial Design'; however, '...to 1949' would have been an important addition. But to do justice to Mr. Pulos' great diligence, *American Design Ethic* is a useful work containing a wealth of relevant social-economic and industrial episodes. It is, indeed, a history of industrial design because the development of American industrial design has been inextricably involved with design developments in Europe and with leading European designers.

The author's main interest is directed towards the uniquely American contributions of mass production methods and of the numerous American inventions which led to the democratization of American society and ultimately benefitted the rest of the world. Among those, he discusses the development of the sewing machine, the vacuum cleaner and the electric iron — to name only some of a host of electrified gadgets — and credits them with having helped to liberate women from home and kitchen drudgery. Many of the achievements of American inventiveness and technological know-how were not matched until after World War II. Their success furthered by American methods of promotion and advertising had already made the United States rich and powerful long before that and long before such publicity techniques were accepted and used in Europe.

Pulos puts great emphasis on the promotional impact of exhibitions: the Centennial Exhibition of 1876 in Philadelphia which showed Michael Thonet's bentwood furniture and plenty of 'vulgar' Victorian splendour, as well as 'the largest steam engine ever built'; the Paris World Exposition of 1925, in which the United States declined to participate because President Hoover did not feel they could compete adequately with European taste; and the influential show of 'Machine Art' at the young Museum of Modern Art
in 1934 where Alfred H. Barr Jr. was director and Philip C. Johnson, director of the Department of Architecture.

In its last two sections the book deals principally with the work of individual American practitioners of design. Some of them, like Walter Dorwin Teague, Henry Dreyfuss or Norman Bel Geddes have to be regarded as part of international industrial design history, while others should be remembered as inventors of obsolescent and of the functionally unjustified but commercially profitable "facelifts."

Mr. Pulos reacts with fairly high grace to the influence of the Bauhaus and Bauhaus-connected immigrants, making an exception for its art-educational innovations. One is reminded of Tom Wolfe's rantings against Gropius, et al. In fact, through its publications and various exhibitions, the Bauhaus had established its influence on American designers years before the famous Bauhaus personalities – Gropius, Mies van der Rohe, Marcel Breuer, Herbert Bayer, Joseph Albers, Hin Breudieck – arrived on American shores.

By large, the book covers the same territory as that available in the Englishman John Hesekett's Industrial Design, published in 1950, which is much less partisan and in sum teaches the same lesson, alas, at a cheaper price. Considering the constant interchange of ideas between Europe and the USA, Hesekett offers a more balanced overview.

Inclusion of his book in Pulos' 220-item bibliography might have served a useful purpose.
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